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Observation of conduction electron spin resonance in boron-doped diamond
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We observe the electron spin resonance of conduction electrons in boron-doped (6400 ppm) superconducting
diamond (Tc = 3.8 K). We clearly identify the benchmarks of conduction electron spin resonance (CESR): the
nearly temperature independent electron spin resonance signal intensity and its magnitude, which is in good
agreement with that expected from the density of states through the Pauli spin susceptibility. The temperature
dependent CESR linewidth weakly increases with increasing temperature, which can be understood in the
framework of the Elliott-Yafet theory of spin relaxation. An anomalous and yet unexplained relation is observed
between the g-factor, CESR linewidth, and the resistivity using the empirical Elliott-Yafet relation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information storage and processing using electron spins,
referred to as spintronics,1,2 is an ambitious proposition to
provide a technological leap in information sciences. The
spin-relaxation time in metals and semiconductors, τs , is
the central parameter which characterizes their utility for
spintronic applications.1 There are two viable routes to
determine τs in these materials: transport and spectroscopy
based. Transport studies usually detect the decay length of
an injected nonequilibrium magnetization of a spin ensemble
in a nonlocal resistivity measurement.3–5 The characteristic
decay
√ or spin-diffusion length δspin contains τs through δspin =
vF τ τs /d, where d is the dimensionality of the material,
vF is the Fermi velocity, and τ is the momentum scattering
time. Electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments in metals
or semiconductors6 are also capable of determining τs from
the homogeneous ESR linewidth B through τs = 1/γ B,
where γ /2π = 28.0 GHz/T is the electron gyromagnetic
ratio. A spectroscopy related but transport based method is
the so-called Hanle spin-precession experiment which also
yields τs values.1
In metals with inversion symmetry the so-called ElliottYafet theory describes the spin-relaxation properties. It predicts that the spin-relaxation time is proportional to the momentum relaxation time (τs ∝ τ ) and thus the ESR linewidth
is proportional to the resistivity (B ∝ ).
Heavily boron-doped diamond (BDD) is an example of
Mott’s metal7 above the threshold boron concentration of nc ≈
4–5 × 1020 cm−3 .8–10 The discovery of superconductivity in
BDD (Ref. 11) attracted significant interest and it has been
proven that superconductivity in BDD is an intrinsic property
which arises from the lightly hole doped diamond bands and
not due to the acceptor bands/levels.12
Diamond possesses a number of unique properties (such
as, e.g., the well-known hardness, large tensile strength, and
thermal conductivity) which may lead to a unique class of
1098-0121/2013/87(19)/195132(5)

fully diamond based integrated (or even spintronic) devices.13
Clearly, knowledge of the spin-relaxation time in this new
metal is a prerequisite for such applications. In addition, theory
of spin relaxation in metals and semiconductors is an ever
developing field which progresses by testing the basic theories
against new materials.
Herein, we study the electron spin resonance in superconducting BDD (Tc = 3.8 K) in the 5–300 K temperature
range, i.e., in the normal state. We observe three ESR signals
with a temperature dependence which is characteristic for
localized paramagnetic centers. In addition, an ESR signal,
which is assigned to conduction electrons, is observed. The
identification is made by examining the signal intensity and
its temperature dependence, which cannot be explained by
localized spins. The calibrated signal intensity yields the Pauli
spin susceptibility whose experimental value agrees with that
obtained from the band-structure-based density of states data.
The conduction electron spin resonance (CESR) linewidth
increases with increasing temperature which is characteristic
for the Elliott-Yafet spin-relaxation mechanism.14,15 Measurement of the g-factor and the linewidth allows one to place BDD
on the empirical Beuneu-Monod plot,16 which summarizes the
spin-relaxation properties of elemental metals.

II. EXPERIMENT

We performed the ESR experiments on powders of siliconwafer-free boron-doped diamond samples. To prepare the
samples, silicon (111) wafers were cleaned by standard
RCA SC1 processes. Diamond nucleation was initiated by
immersion of clean wafers in aqueous colloids of hydrogenated nanodiamond particles in an ultrasonic bath. This
process is known to produce nucleation densities in excess
of 1011 cm−2 .17 Diamond growth for 20 h using microwave
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition with 4% CH4
diluted in H2 with 6400 ppm of trimethylboron,18 microwave
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power of 3 kW, and substrate temperature of 800 ◦ C yields
films of ∼ 6 μm thickness.
Characterization by transport experiments on BDD films
found a Tc = 3.8 K.19 Tc ≈ 4 K usually corresponds to a boron
concentration of n ≈ 1021 cm−3 (or ∼6000 ppm) according to
the calibration established for samples prepared with chemical
vapor deposition.20,21 The Si substrate was removed using a
mixture of HF and H2 SO4 . The former oxidizes Si, the latter
removes SiO2 .
Experiments at 9 GHz (0.33 T) were carried out on finely
ground BDD samples using a Bruker Elexsys E500 ESR
spectrometer in the 5–300 K temperature range. Care was
taken to employ large magnetic modulation to enhance the
broad resonance signal due to the itinerant electrons and also
to eliminate any spurious background signals from the cavity
or the cryostat. We used Mn:MgO with a known (1.5 ppm)
Mn2+ concentration as a g-factor and intensity standard and we
also compared the spin susceptibility χs against KC60 which
has a known χs = 8 × 10−4 emu/mol.22 The ESR spectra are
deconvoluted into a sum of derivative Lorentzian curves, which
are an admixture of dispersion and absorption lineshapes.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The identification of an ESR signal originating from
the itinerant electrons in a metal relies on the following
benchmarks23 in the order of importance: (i) the value of
the measured spin susceptibility should match the Pauli
spin susceptibility, which is related to the density of states
(DOS); (ii) the temperature dependence of the signal intensity
should be characteristically different from the Curie, i.e., 1/T ,
dependence; (iii) for a metal with inversion symmetry, the
linewidth should increase with increasing temperature, which
is the so-called Elliott-Yafet relaxation mechanism;14,15 and
(iv) the g-factor shift g = g − g0 and the ESR linewidth
should obey the so-called Elliott-Yafet relation.14,15
Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the ESR spectrum of
BDD from 100 to 300 K. A narrow line with resonance field
B0 ≈ 335 mT decreases with increasing temperature, whereas

FIG. 1. (Color online) ESR spectra of BDD at different temperatures. Note the broad ESR line (denoted by the asterisk) which is
assigned to the conduction electrons. The sharp ESR line originates
from localized defect spins.

FIG. 2. (Color online) ESR spectrum of BDD at 175 K: (a) raw,
derivative data; (b) integrated ESR signal. A fit (Fit) with three
components (A, B, and C) simulates well the experiment (Expt.).
Note the two narrow signals (B and C), which originate from defects
and the broader component (A) coming from the conduction electrons,
which displays a Dysonian (asymmetric) lineshape.

the intensity of the broader line with B0 ≈ 310 mT does not
change significantly.
In Fig. 2(a), we show the ESR spectrum of BDD at
175 K in more detail. In Fig. 2(b), the integrated spectrum
is deconvoluted into three curves. In the following, we refer
to these as A [gA = 2.16(3)], B [gB = 2.003(1)], and C [gC =
2.003(1)]. The B and C signals are assigned to bulk defects
probably accompanying hydrogen vacancy complexes.24,25
The A signal dominates the integrated spectrum at 175 K
due to its large linewidth. It is known that broader lines are suppressed compared to the narrower ones in the ESR technique
(which uses derivative signals) as the signal amplitude drops
with 1/ (B)2 . Thus the integration visually enhances the
broader components.26 The signal A is a strongly asymmetric
Lorentzian (known as Dysonian), with an equal mixture of
dispersion and absorption components. This ESR lineshape
is encountered in metals27 when the itinerant electrons relax
their spin state while diffusing through the penetration depth.19
The other, impurity-related signals do not show a pronounced
asymmetry except at lower temperatures (below 35 K), which
suggests that the corresponding spins are concentrated close
to the grain surfaces.
Below 75 K, we identify a further ESR signal (signal D)
with a gD = 2.016(1) g-factor.19 Its origin is discussed below.
Deconvolution of the ESR spectra into several components
varies in the different temperature ranges. The D signal can
be followed up to 75 K, however, starting from 75 K the fit
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) ESR linewidth of the A and D ESR lines
as a function of temperature. (b) Spin susceptibility as obtained from
the ESR signal intensity (A, ; B, ; C, ; and D, ) as a function of
temperature. The result for A is magnified for better visibility.

converges to the signal A. At 75 K the two signals can be fitted
independently. Figure 3(a) depicts the ESR linewidth of both
A and D signals as a function of temperature. The linewidth of
A is 10 mT larger than that of D at T = 75 K. Hence, we find
that the A and D signals have different origins. Below 75 K the
A signal cannot be resolved, whose origin is unexplained. We
speculate that this effect is caused by weak localization (WL),
which may either lead to a sudden line broadening or a loss of
spin susceptibility. It is known that WL becomes significant
in BDD below around 100–150 K,8 which supports that the
change of the ESR signal of itinerant electrons and WL may
be related. The linewidth of the A signal weakly increases
with temperature and it has a sizable residual value. These
observations are in agreement with the Elliott-Yafet theory of
spin relaxation. In addition, the g is positive for BDD, which
is compatible with the hole nature of charge carriers in BDD.
In Fig. 3(b), the spin susceptibility of the four ESR signals
are shown. B, C, and D exhibit a Curie (χs ∝ T −1 ) temperature
dependence which is characteristic for localized, paramagnetic centers. Their total spin concentration corresponds to
∼2.2 ppm per carbon atom in our sample;19 their presence
is therefore not expected to substantially modify the intrinsic
properties of BDD similar to the hydrogen vacancy complex.28
The ESR intensity of A increases by a factor of 2 in the
temperature range of 75–300 K. This increase rules out that
this signal would originate from localized spins. Instead, its
most probable origin is the itinerant conduction electrons in
BDD. A similar increase of the CESR signal intensity with
a factor of 2–3 was observed in granular MgB2 samples in
the 40–300 K temperature range.29,30 Therein, this effect was
explained by the limited microwave penetration in the metallic

grains: On increasing temperature the microwave penetration
depth increases due to the increasing resistivity, thus resulting
in an increasing CESR signal.
Given this slight uncertainty due to the limited microwave
penetration, we regard the room temperature CESR signal intensity and associate it with the Pauli spin susceptibility of the
itinerant electrons. Calibration of the A signal intensity yields
D(EF ) = 4(1) × 10−3 states/(eV C-atom) for the density of
states of BDD. This value corresponds to a Pauli susceptibil2
ity χs (Pauli) = g4 μ2B D(EF )NA of 1.3(3) × 10−7 emu/mol =
1.1(3) × 10−8 emu/g (here NA is the Avogrado number and
μB is the Bohr magneton).
This value is about two orders of magnitude lower spin
susceptibility as compared to other metallic carbon phases such
as, e.g., K3 C60 (χs ≈ 10−6 emu/g, Ref. 31) or the KC8 alkalimetal intercalated graphite χs ≈ 6.4 × 10−7 emu/g (Ref. 32)
due to the small carrier density.
As mentioned above, whether the absolute magnitude of the
Pauli spin susceptibility and the corresponding DOS matches
the theoretical estimates and other experimental results is
an important benchmark to identify a CESR signal. We
compare the DOS determined herein with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) based DOS data and with
theoretical estimates in Fermi-gas- and first-principles-based
models. The present DOS value and those based on the ARPES
studies are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of Tc . The ARPESbased DOS data are obtained directly from the measured band
structure. A free-carrier concentration of n = 1.1 × 1021 cm−3
which corresponds to 6400 ppm boron doping10,19 was used for
the Fermi-gas- and first-principles-based DOS calculations,
which gave D(EF ) = 2.4 × 10−2 and D(EF ) = 4 × 10−2 in
units of states/(eV C-atom), respectively.19
Clearly, the ARPES-based DOS is in good agreement with
the present data, whereas the theoretical estimates significantly
differ. We note that the effective carrier concentration in BDD
is lowered by the presence of boron dimers,36 which may
explain this difference. The presence of boron dimers justifies
the use of the truly empirical DOS versus Tc comparison.

FIG. 4. Density of electronic states in BDD versus Tc . Experimental DOS of the present work ( ) is shown together with DOS
calculated from the ARPES measurements in Ref. 12 (). The error
bar in our experiment is a conservative estimate and considers the
uncertainty due to the limited microwave penetration depth.
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model was invoked to explain the data.39 The hot-spot model
recognizes that spin relaxation is enhanced for particular points
of the Fermi surface; given that the spin lifetime is much larger
than the momentum lifetime, an electron wanders over large
portions of the Fermi surface before spin relaxation occurs,
i.e., the hot spots dominate the spin relaxation. This effect is
pronounced for metals where the Fermi surface strongly deviates from a sphere. We speculate that the deviation observed
for BDD from the linear scaling is also caused by a similar
effect but its verification requires additional theoretical work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 5. (Color online) γ B/ε0 ωpl2 as a function of g 2 [corrected Beuneu-Monod plot (Ref. 33)] for elemental metals (Ref. 16)
( ) and BDD (). The resistivity data for BDD is taken from Ref. 34.
Solid and dashed lines correspond to α = 1 and 10, respectively. We
use a plasma frequency of ωpl = 0.8 eV after Ref. 35.

In the following, we discuss the validity of the Elliott-Yafet
2
relation γ B = α(g)2  0 ωpl
( is the resistivity, 0 is the
vacuum permittivity, and ωpl is the plasma frequency) in
BDD. The Elliott-Yafet relation combines three independent
empirical parameters B, g, and , i.e., it is a benchmark
of spin-relaxation experiments in novel metals.1 Beuneu and
Monod16,37 verified its validity for elemental metals and
established a linear scaling, i.e., the empirical constant being
α ≈ 1 . . . 10. In Fig. 5, we show the Beuneu-Monod plot
together with the present results for BDD. Clearly, BDD lies
out of the general trend observed for most metals. We note that
an overestimate of the resistivity may contribute to this effect
as the granularity of BDD samples hinders measurement of
the intrinsic .38
It is known that the linear scaling of the Elliott-Yafet
relation occurs mostly for monovalent materials, and notable
exceptions are Be and Mg for which the so-called “hot-spot”
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